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The Challenge

At the moment Benni is not an effective website. not getting 

enough leads. The challenge is to update the website keeping 

the style of an upbeat eye catching website. Benni needs to 

work on desktop but most importantly mobile as most people 

surf the web on their hand held devices.



Research
Competitor Analysis



Research - Competitor Analysis

Vitality

The desktop homepage of Vitality is very eye catching and well 

designed. Customers are introduced into the brand straight 

away and they are showing the products in a bar, which follows 

the customer as they scroll.

The mobile version has lost the product bar unfortunately. The 

hero section is very tall and pushes the call to action over the 

fold line.

The strong pink color is very engaging; this might draw the 

attention of their audience. The use of drop shadow gives the 

category blocks depth.       



Research - Competitor Analysis

Personal Group

The desktop of Personal group is very creative. Customers are 

introduced to a sub brand “hapi” which is a play on words and 

meaning. Hapi is very similar to the word happy and Hapi was 

a provider god of Egypt. Personal Group seems to suggest 

that we will give you what you need to be happy. With the 

strong yellow colour, the curve to represent a smile and the 

play on words “hapi”, Personal Group clearly what to make the 

customer feel happy as soon as the enter the site.

The logo also has a quarter circle, which seems to portray 

a side grin. With the inclusion of the call to action buttons, 

Personal Group is setting up the customer to be happy with 

everything that they provide before they scroll down the page.

The page is very spacious with no visible cut off until you 

scroll down to the bottom of the page. The layout follows the 

natural structure of how people read, left to right. Each group 

of text is split, left then right then left again.

The mobile has the same curve, which represents a smile but 

this is after the fold of the page. The calls to action buttons 

are also before the fold so the customer can view the products 

straight away.



Research - Competitor Analysis

Virgin Incentives

The desktop of virgin incentives is very eye catching with the 

video hero, this captures the customers attention straight 

away. The customers are shown the different incentives that 

virgin offer and they also have two calls to actions buttons in 

their hero. 

There is then a down button, which informs the customer 

that there is more information lower down in the page. The 

curve line of the hero also gives some style to the hero. This 

is a break from the normal straight cuts that most other 

companies have.

The Call to action buttons down the page are also bright and 

big so that customer can clearly seem them. This encourages 

the customer to click on the button.

Mobile is also very clear and easy to navigate. “Contact Us” is 

high lighted so that customer can easily find help. Mobile is 

very easy to ready with attractive imagery.



Research
Google Analytics



Research - Analytics

Behaviour Flow - September 2019 to October 2019

Looking at the customer behavior flow for 1 month, 1.8k customers was registered coming onto the website but 1.4k of those customer dropped off 

after the first click. The most common page leading on from the homepage is the benefits page. This only has 48 customers visiting this page out of 1.8 

customers to the site.  



Research
Heat Maps



Research - Heat Map - Scroll

Homepage Scroll Map – Desktop

Using Hot Jar I can see the heat map for the current Benni page. As you can see the section that is seen the most is the top section then the future do 

down the page you go the lower the customer attention is.

As you can see here there is no calls to action in the hero section. The navigation links are the only buttons, which the customers can click on.

The “make an enquiry” form Benni is at the bottom of the page, on desktop top the engagement of this section is only 30% and on mobile it is 10%. 

Customers are not viewing the form; this is probably why Benni does not have many leads.



Research - Heat Map - Scroll - Mobile

Homepage Scroll Map – Mobile

On the mobile version of the home page, the text is different 

sizes, which is not best practice. 

The engagement of the site drops to 40% after the fold and 

then a further 90% before the customer gets to the “make an 

enquiry” form. It would be a wise decision to move the form 

higher in the page so that more customers see the form.



Research - Heat Map - Click - desktop

Homepage Click Map – Desktop

Comparing the scroll map to the click map you can see a correlation to what the customer are actually doing on the page. Most of the customers are going 

straight to the navigation menu at the top of the page. The second most clicked on button on the page is the “Our Benefits” call to action. This should be 

pushed higher on the page. 

The make an enquiry section is not click on at all. In order for the Benni Website to get more leads, the form needs to be simpler and quicker for the 

customers to click on.  The footer is clicked on more then the form.



Research - Heat Map - Click - Mobile

Homepage Click Map – Mobile

On the mobile homepage you can clearly see that customers 

are not clicking on the make an enquiry section. Customers are 

scrolling to the benefits block but unfortunately the blocks are 

to tall with little information, this is using unnecessary space.  



Research - Heat Map - Scroll Map

Benefits page Scroll Map - Desktop

On the desktop version of the Benefits pages, most customers view the hero section then decide to scroll down the page. There is not any call to actions 

until the customer scrolls down the page. At this point when the customer scrolls down the page a percentage of customers have all ready have left this 

page.

Similar to the homepage, the bottom of this page has very little customer participation. 



Research - Heat Map - Scroll - Mobile

Benefits page Scroll Map – Mobile 

On the mobile version of the benefits page, 20% of customers 

leave this page before they scroll down the page. Then a 

further 30% of customers leave after they scroll past the first 

product.

There is far too much text on this page. Customer might be 

coming onto this page and leaving straight away as they are 

looking for a result straight away.



Research - Heat Map - Click Map

Benefits page Click Map

Customers are clearly clicked on the call to action button, but comparing this to the scroll map, this page is losing a lot of customer before they get to the 

call to action. Customers do clearly not understand what the retail discount is all about. Customers are click on the text for retail discount but not realising 

that this section is just a bonus add on.



Research - Heat Map - Scroll - Mobile

Benefits page Heat Map

On the mobile version of the benefits page, customers seem 

to be less likely to read through the page and click on the call 

to actions. This might be due to the most customers on mobile 

phones commuting. 

Customers have click on the title of “make an enquiry” but they 

have not filled out the form or click on the submit button.

Although this page has the same about of traffic as the 

homepage, customers are less likely to click further down the 

page. This could be use to the page being quite long and fill 

with only text.



User Journey



User Journey- Current User Journer

Current User Journer

The current user flow is broken. The customer land on the 

home page or the benefits page, then they can click on the 

product call to action, which leads you to a downloadable pdf. 

Once the customer views the pdf they are off the site and they 

have no way of filling out the “make an enquiry” form.

On the home page and benefits page there is a “make and 

enquiry” form but as we previously saw from the scroll map 

and the click map, no one is clicking on the form.

Home Page

Benefits Page

Dental insurance
Health cash plan 

insurance
Critical illness 

insurance
Life insurance



User Journey – Suggested User Journer

Suggested User Journer

With this suggested user flow the customers can clearly see 

the “make an enquiry” form. The will be places higher on the 

each page so that it is more noticeable. 

Each product also has its own page; this helps with SEO of 

the site. Each page can have its own key words to drive traffic 

to the site. This also stops the customer journey from being 

broken and the customer can make an enquiry on every page. 

Due to the customer not leaving the site they are able to 

view more than one product. The customers are able to shop 

without a broken path.

Home Page

Benefits Page

Dental insurance
Health cash plan 

insurance
Critical illness 

insurance
Life insurance

Make an enquiry

Make an enquiry Make an enquiry Make an enquiry Make an enquiry

Make an enquiry



User Journey – Suggested Flow

Suggested Flow
To keep customers coming back to the Benni website, building a relationship is key. Instead of giving the customer the product and then having 

them leaving the site, offering them an alternative such as directing them to the News and articles would peek there interest. 

Some customers might not want to continue to another page, but if you give the option to move onto another page some customer may chose 

to stay. This is a better solution rather than having all customers leave the site.  

Home page Benefits page

Dental Insurance page

News & articles page

Call or 
email Benni

Life Insurance

Critical Illness
Insurance

Health Cash Plan 
Insurance page

What insurance
are you lookin for?

Want to stay on
the site?



Wireframes



Wireframes - Homepage - Desktop

The pink dotted line represents the fold of the 
web page.

There are three calls to action buttons above 
the fold; the contact us button in the nav, the 
benefits button in the hero section and the 
make an enquiry button which follows the 
customers as they scroll down the page.

Looking at the scroll map, 100% of customer 
would be able to notice these 3 calls to action 
before they scroll down.

The click map and google analytics both show 
that the Benefits page is the most clicked on 
button. With this knowledge I have decided to 
change the order of the top navigation so that 
the benefits navigation link is placed first.

After the fold you have the about section, 
then the our solutions section. The main 
objective of Bennie is to get companies to 
sign up to the different insurances for their 
employees. This is why “Our Bennie fits  
are first.

News and articals section is placed in a 
carousel, this bring interactivity to the page, 
grabbing the attention for the customers.

The footer has been redesigned. This footer 
cleaner and helpful to the customer. There 
are 3 sections, first section is the “benni” logo 
with social buttons. The second section is a 
site map and the third section is the “Contact 
us” section which helps customer find what 
they are looking for.



Wireframes - Homepage - Desktop

Looking at the heat maps, customers tend 
to click on the top nav first. By adding a drop 
down customer can see the products straight 
away.

The nav would change from a fix position nav 
to a nav that follows the customer as they 
scroll down the page, similar to the nav  
on Unum.

Once the customer clicks on the “make an 
enquiry” a form will appear. this gives the 
customer to fill out the form as soon as 
posible. There is also the contact number after 
the form if the customer wants contact benni 
straight away.



Wireframes - Homepage - Mobile

The “View our benefits” button has been 
placed above the fold and centered, so that it 
is in a primary position for customer to notice.

Just under the fold there is the “Make and 
enquiry” button. Looking at the heat map this 
section of the page still has 90% of customers. 

In the mobile menu, the Benni menu item has 
a drop down which customers can see the 
different products.

Each of these products are above the fold 
so that can easily see which products benni 
offers.

The contact menu item has also been 
highlighted so that customers can clearly find 
help if they need it. This builds trust with the 
customer.



Wireframes - Homepage - Mobile

The mobile “Make an enquiry” form follows 
the customer as they scroll down the page. 

This is also help as the customer does not 
need to scroll to the button of the page to get 
in contact. The customer can also click on the 
number after the form and this would call the 
number straight away.



Wireframes - Benefits page - Desktop

On the click map of the benefits page, a 
percentage of customers are scrolling down 
the page and clicking on the product calls to 
action buttons. The scroll map shows that 
Benni does lose customers after the fold 
of the screen. By giving the customers the 
chance to click on the product CTA sooner, this 
gives Benni the chance of reaching more of 
the customers.

Make and enquiry button appears on all pages 
as a floating button. This is helpful for the 
customer, as some people might miss it on the 
home page but as it is on every page, it should 
be noticed. This button is also above the fold 
on every page so it should always be seen.

The product section is split into 2 columns 
so that more can be seen straight away. Each 
product block has an image, a download pdf 
and a click to view the product page. Online 
pdf’s needs to slowly fazed out so that 
customers are not alienated from the site. 
Moving from online pdfs to online pages gives 
you the chance to rank each page in google, 
this would give the benni site better online 
visibility which in tern will help to reach more 
customers.

Looking at the click map, customers are 
clicking on the title and the text for retail 
discounts. Customer are not realising that 
this is an add-on, when you get two or more 
insurances with Benni. I decided to separate 
the style of this section from the product 
section to show that the retail discount is 
different. This also will have text that informs 
the customer that this is an add-on and how 
the add-on works.   



Wireframes - Benefits - Mobile

Similar to the home page, the product buttons 
have been centered in a 2 column grid , above 
the fold. This gives the customers chance to 
click on the products as soon as they land on 
the page. 

The “make and enquiry button” has been 
pushed down slightly to give more room to the 
product buttons.

The product blocks have been given some 
extra padding so each block does not feel 
cramped.



Wireframes - Product page - Desktop

The product Have benn given its own page, 
this will help to rank each product in google 
and intern will increase the leads.

The look and feel has not changed 
dramatically from the PDF. On every page the 
content starts before the fold and enticing 
the customer to scroll down the page to view 
more information.

The retail discount section has been placed 
onto every product page. If customers miss 
this information on the benefits page and 
have this reminder to further inform them that 
this is an add on.

By adding in the “News and articles” section 
on the product page, this provides the 
customer with way of staying on the site. 
This intern builds a relationship with your 
customer.



Wireframes - Product page - Mobile

The mobile version of the product page keeps 
the same flow as the pdf. Customers are 
greeted with an effective image, description 
on the product as well as the plus information 
section before the fold.

The product features have been changed to a 
drop down so customer can have the option to 
select which feature they would like to know 
more about.

The benefits section as also been made into a 
drop down so customers can select which level 
of benefits they would like find out about.



Emotive Imagery



Emotive Imagery

Old hero banners

Home Page

About Us

Our Solution

New hero banners

Home Page

About Us

Our Solution

Our Benefits

The current hero banners are currently broken 
and they do not look professional. With still 
images that are cut half way, this is very 
distracting when you view the page on other 
devices.

I have an animated hero would bring life to 
the pages. I decided not to have the animation 
constantly looping, as this might no look 
professional.

Each page also has its own character which is 
diverse not only in race but in profession. This 
indicates to the customer that Benni is for 
everyone.










